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Law is the scripture of Justice, the gospel of Right, and Truth is the
minister at its altars. Error is a pretender to holy orders, a wolf in sheep's
clothing, always striving to usurp the sacred office, or to share in the exer-
cise of its functions. To exclude Error from the sanctuary, and to admit
and keep Truth within it, are objects of sedulous endeavor in every sys-
tem of enlightened jurisprudence.

Laying aside metaphor, neither truth nor error can be effective in judi-
cial proceedings except as premises or as conclusions. Premises are of fact
or of law; and conclusions are also of fact, or of law, or of both together.
Thus, truth is truth of fact, truth of law, and truth of logic. Error is
deviation from truth in premises or in conclusion, and, like truth, is of
fact, of law, or of logic. The modes of deviation are by suggestion of the
erroneous, or by suppression of the true. Deviation by suggestion is false-
hood, fiction or mistake. Falsehood is concealed fabrication; fiction is ad-
mitted fabrication; and mistake is ignorant fabrication. Deviation by sup-
pression is failure to suggest a part of truth necessary to exclude error or
to make truth complete. Suppression is either warranted or unwarranted;
warranted where there is no engagement, express or implied, not to sup-
press; unwarranted where there is such engagement. Warranted suppres-
sion is consistent with veracity; unwarranted suppression involves decep-
tion, and is therefore falsehood.

Though speech and writing are the ordinary media of suggestion, any
voluntary sign by which thought or feeling is intentionally communicated
from one mind to another is, for the occasion, a sufficient medium. False
suggestions may consequently be made by acts as well as by words, or
even by silence where silence is rightly understood to affirm or deny. That
"silence gives consent" is attested by a familiar proverb of high antiquity.
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From truth in the sense of veracity, there can be no blameless devia-
tion; but from truth in the broader sense of antithesis to error (the sense
in which the term is, for the most part, used in this address,) all forms of
deviation are without breach of veracity except two. These two are con-
cealed fabrication, and unwarranted suppression, each of which is false-
hood as well as error.

False suggestions of fact can have no more toleration at the Bar than
elsewhere. That they are made at the Bar is no excuse for them, but
rather the contrary, for there, if anywhere, truth of fact is essential. And
truth of law is not less essential or less sacred. To fabricate law and utter
it as genuine, knowing it to be forged, is quite as reprehensible as to in-
vent fact. An example under this head may be given without exposing any
one but myself. The statute required that testimony taken by interrogato-
ries should be sealed up and directed to the magistrate who issued the
commission. Testimony thus taken, and borne by a messenger, was
presented by him in open Court to be received, and was objected to be-
cause, though sealed up, no direction was written on the package. I par-
ried the objection with proof by the messenger that the commissioners
directed him to deliver the package to the proper magistrate. This eva-
sion of the statute served its purpose, and as I knew that it was, on my
part, a false suggestion of law, it was a fabrication of law. This occurred
in the infancy of my professional life, and I claim that it is the sole in-
stance of such dereliction with which I am chargeable, but whether this
claim is not another fabrication may, perhaps, fall under the maxim,
"Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus." If this severe maxim will not allow
me to be believed at all, then nobody can believe, upon my statement,
that I ever fabricated anything, and certainly I shall introduce no other
witness to prove that I did.

False logic is on a par, in every respect, with false fact or law. Conclu-
sions, whether from premises of fact or premises of law, or from both
combined, if suggested under a known but concealed fallacy or sophism,
are as bad fabrications as if the premises were also invented. What profits
it that premises are true if by deceitful manipulation they are made to
pull after them false conclusions? The only possible utility of true prem-
ises is to serve as data for true conclusions. To wrest them to an opposite
purpose is not only to thwart but pervert them. Lies of fact, lies of law
and lies of logic have the same parentage-they are all born of insincerity,
and are members of the same wicked family. Dialectic breaches of verac-
ity are doubtless very rare, for, though sophistry is common enough, the
sophistical reasoner, heated by zeal, imposes on himself so easily that he
is under little temptation to practice imposition upon others. Like Ma-
homet, he begins by converting his own household. By nothing are we so
sure of being deluded as by subtle and ingenious arguments discovered by
ourselves. All the serpents outside are not half so dangerous as the one
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that slips about in our own garden. Emotional sophistry, especially, is the
bosom friend of error; and when the emotion is false as well as the logic it
uses, the combination is abominable. Passion not felt but feigned, vehe-
mence affected in order to warm with fox-fire, and other prevarications
by pathetic display, are lies of the soul, not merely of the mind and body.
They are not less, but more unjustifiable than cold intellectual falsehood.
To deceive the head through the heart is worse than deceiving it through
the brain alone. Nor is this condemnation any disparagement of elo-
quence as a virtuous and useful instrumentality in producing conviction
and vindicating truth. It is rather a protest against spurious imita-
tion-against all fustian declamation from which sincerity is absent.
Though like counterfeit paper money, it may pass by deceiving, it has no
virtue of the genuine article except appearance. He who does not suffer
the glorious agony of the orator, but assumes the character and plays it
for victory, profanes the affections to seduce the understanding. When we
exhibit signs of emotion, we necessarily profess that measure of convic-
tion (not representative, but personal and individual conviction,) which
nature has made the foundation of such emotion; and where the convic-
tion is wanting, we misrepresent truth of thought as well as truth of
feeling.

The .Bar is no place for sham or dissimulation, whether in speech or
action. In legal attack and defense, there is a field for strategy, but none
for stratagem. Litigation, though contest, is not war but peace; its rights
are pacific, and so are its methods and morality. It accepts the service of
art in the sense of skill and in the sense of address, but not in the low
sense of artifice, trick, trap, subterfuge or chicanery. If these unworthy
forms of art ever appear in practice, it can only be because the principle
which excludes them is unknown, misapplied through mistake, or will-
fully violated.

Thus much on falsehood by suggestion, or concealed fabrication. The
remaining form of falsehood, that of unwarranted suppression, cannot oc-
cur unless veracity becomes engaged to make the disclosure in question.
Mere knowledge, and silently holding truth under cover, will pledge ve-
racity to nothing; but a pledge will. arise out of any promise, sign or cir-
cumstance from which a right in another person to have the disclosure
made is fairly deducible. Against either idle, or aggressive curiosity, si-
lence may hold out to the end, and suffer the inquisitive mind to fill itself
with as many errors of inference as it pleases to embrace. The responsibil-
ity for all such is with itself. We are not obliged to part with truth as a
gratuity; but we are obliged to pay it out when we owe it as a debt, no
matter how hurtful the disclosure may be to our interest. Truth as a
whole, being divisible, we may divide it, utter some and keep back the
rest, but we are not at liberty to cut it into slices so minute that what we
put forth will mislead or deceive. We are bound to give our communica-
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tions bulk enough to make them rightly understood, when fairly inter-
preted, so far as they go. Like some drugs, truth is often poisonous in
small doses. We must take care to issue it in doses large enough, if not to
medicate, at least to be harmless, and, in paying all of our debts, to over-
pay rather than fall short.

Warranted suppression begins where unwarranted suppression ends,
and covers the remaining territory of knowledge. I will give two examples,
the first between counsel and Court, the second between counsel and cli-
ent. My client's rights depended upon a foreign testament never recorded.
Before bringing the suit, I had access to a letter written by his adversary,
in which it was stated that the lex domiciflii of the testator did not re-
quire testaments to be recorded. In setting out my client's title, I alleged
this supposed rule of law in my pleadings, and it was admitted in the
adversary's answer. Before the trial, however, I ascertained the law to be
otherwise, and that an unrecorded testament would not verify title. Nev-
ertheless, at the trial I said nothing of this discovery, but took the benefit
of the erroneous allegation and admission, and recovered. As there was no
point made to the Court on the record of the paper, I was under no duty
to mention it; and perhaps if any point had been made, I might have had
the requisite recording attended to in time to serve the exigencies of my
case. To pass to the other instance. I had one of those charming clients, a
woman. She was a widow, and liked to talk about her case. When she had
exhausted the facts, she would take up the law and discuss it with be-
witching simplicity. Neither she nor I knew the law of her case, but in one
of her artless conversations she accidentally told me what it was, although
she did not then consciously know it herself, and never did. The case was
gained upon her disclosure of the law, and she supposed the success was
mine, but it was really her own. I was too modest to tell her that she was
her own lawyer, and that I was a mere interpreter of her intuitive legal
wisdom.

No doubt there is much truth, a vast amount of it, in the green room,
or behind the scenery, that never appears on the legal stage, and of which
Courts, adversaries and the public, and very often clients, are allowed to
get no glimpse. What fifty thousand lawyers know, over and above what
they tell, would fatigue a hundred thousand poets to imagine. They are
supposed by the non-initiated to have secrets, and to keep them, and to
use them for the benefit of their clients, and this is true; but the imputa-
tion upon their candor which frequently goes along with this supposition
is far from being well founded. Those who complain of the want of candor
at the Bar should consider how candor fares elsewhere. Who exposes eve-
rything? who, at least, that wears clothes? "They made themselves aprons
of fig leaves." "I was afraid because I was naked, and I hid myself." Who
does not hide? Who conceals nothing? Who does not wear an apron over
his mind, his heart, his soul? Concealment is a part of the daily discipline
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of a clothes-wearing people, and yet clothes are to be worn. "The Lord
God made coats of skins and clothed them." And events, transactions, are
to be concealed as well as nakedness: "See thou tell no man." "See that
no man know it." Every mind has and must have it secrets, though well
aware that the truth which is concealed, and kept concealed, would, if
.known, powerfully influence other minds in thought, feeling and conduct.
It is precisely because of such influence, and to prevent it from operating,
that secrecy is universally practiced. If all truth were put in circulation,
none of it hoarded and suffered to lie idle, society would be disrupted in a
month-perhaps in a week. It would be more terrible than "an army with
banners." Much of the perplexity of social life results from our having to
discover expedients for suppressing truth without directly suggesting
falsehood. The problem, how not to tell the truth without telling a lie, is
suggested for solution over and over again, not only to lawyers, but to
physicians, bankers, brokers, merchants, mechanics, farmers, even per-
haps to clergymen, and, it may be, to the very ladies. Nothing would sim-
plify intercourse for business, pleasure, civility, ceremony, any purpose, as
much as to give truth the right of way through all human affairs. Those of
us who dislike the trouble of suppressing, and are little skilled in the arts
of evasion, could heartily wish this were practicable; but it is not; it would
be wiser to grant free passage to a cyclone. In the use of truth, the lawyer
is eclectic-say, if you please, he is economical; but so is everybody else,
and rightly so. A discreet silence is as much, and perhaps as often, the
dictate of virtue as of interest or shame. A man who does not know how
to keep truth in the house, knows still less how to put it out of doors. It
would be a much safer practice to disclose nothing than to disclose every-
thing. Universal silence would do less harm than universal and unlimited
communication. The world would be happier dumb than with no power to
hush.

"The day is no better bestowed than the night,
And darkness is precious, as well as the light."

Having classified truth and error in general, then considered falsehood
in both its forms, and then glanced at warranted suppression, that is, sup-
pression of truth without the violation of truth, I come now to the ques-
tion of suggesting truth without the violation of morality. It is clear that
the use of falsehood is not allowable in any case, on either side. Is truth,
equally with falsehood, to be excluded from one side, or may it be sug-
gested on both sides, and urged for what it is worth in the interest of one
party as well as the other? To answer this question on principle, involves
some closeness and thoroughness of examination.

The problem for judicial mind as a whole, whether all on the bench or
some in the jury box, is to pass from ignorance to justice. Every Court,
(by which I mean the aggregate of the deciding power,) though it may
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know beforehand the general law and facts common alike to all cases, or
to all of any given class, is ignorant of the special law and facts involved
in any particular case. While this ignorance continues justice is not dis-
cernable, and hence there is no way to pass immediately from ignorance
to justice unless by mere chance, by casting lots or otherwise appealing to
fortune. To pass intelligently, ignorance must be succeeded by knowledge,
the steps being, first, from ignorance to knowledge of truth, and, sec-
ondly, from knowledge of truth to justice. The means of making this
movement is procedure; and so, with ignorance at one extreme and justice
at the other, the whole line, filled up, is as follows: ignorance, procedure,
knowledge, justice. Knowledge being indispensable to justice, and proce-
dure indispensable to knowledge, procedure is the portal, the only portal,
to justice. Without it a Court could not distinguish justice from injus-
tice-could not recognize or identify justice, so as to determine either its
presence or its absence. No matter, therefore, on which side of a case
justice may be, or whether partly on one side and partly on the other,
procedure is something in which both parties have an interest, to say
nothing of the interest in it of the Court or of the public as the only
means of carrying on judicial work and making Courts available. This in-
terest of the parties is so important that every rule of procedure, unless
purely discretionary with the Court (as some of them are), is always at-
tended with a corresponding right of procedure, vested in one or both of
the parties, each party having the rights appropriate to his position in the
case as plaintiff or defendant. The result is, that incident to these rights
there is a body of remedial justice-justice of procedure, which is alto-
gether apart from and quite independent of justice of substance, or the
ultimate justice of the case. Relatively to procedure, any and every case is
just on both sides, for each side has rights of procedure, and it is just that
these rights should be allowed and administered according to the rules
which grant and govern them. It is through rights of procedure that rights
of substance are judicially ascertained; through justice of procedure jus-
tice of substance is administered. Procedure necessary to correct decision
has several elements, but the one for which the others exist, and in which
they culminate, is verification, or the establishment, by appropriate evi-
dence, of the facts and law on which, and according to which, final deci-
sion is to be made. Verification converts claim, or unverified case into
verified case; and this latter alone is decided. No unverified case is ever
adjudged. When the ultimate decision is to be made, the case as verified
is treated as the full, complete and only real case, and all unverified claim
on either side is ignored. Argument is one of the instrumentalities of ver-
ification, whether made from time to time as the evidence of fact is being
adduced, upon points for or against it admission, or after the evidence of
fact is all in, upon its effect, or upon the law applicable to it, or, where
the facts are admitted, upon the law alone. It contributes to the verifica-
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tion of law by citing and quoting books and other memorials of authority
as evidence of it, and by general reasoning. It marshals law and facts to-
gether, points out the presence or absence of premises, urges their suffi-
ciency or insufficiency, and traces them to their conclusions. When the
requisite premises are in the verified case the conclusions are in it also,
but the connection is often obscure and needs to be rendered obvious to
the deciding power, whether judge or jury.

Thus, it is apparent that procedure is the door between claim and case,
that is, between unverified case and verified case. The judge is the door-
keeper, and each party may challenge everything presented for admission
by anybody but himself. This is a right granted by the maker and owner
of the door. Even the jurisdiction of the Court to entertain the case at all
may be challenged; or the composition of the jury, or the mode of its
organization, or the pleadings of the opposite party, in whole or in part,
or the sufficiency of process and service, or the competency of witnesses,
or of any testimony offered. All this, and much more, without any assign-
able limit, may be challenged in any and every case. The only moral con-
ditions necessarily involved are that any challenge made should be made
in good faith, and for the purpose of raising a real, not a frivolous or mere
sham question, and that the motive of challenge should be, not to trifle,
vex or delay, but to conduct real business with business directness and
dispatch. To fillibuster in Court is not less immoral than to fillibuster in
Congress or the Legislature.

Inasmuch as verification must take place or no decision could be made,
there must be a verifying force lodged somewhere; either with the Court,
in which event it would merge in the deciding force, and make one force
with two functions; or away from the Court, in which event it would have
to be committed to the parties, one or both, or to some outside custody.
Supposing it to be placed with the Court, would it be to the interest of
justice that the Court should verify but one side of the case? Would it not
be desirable to discover all the truth, whether of fact or of law, on both
sides? And, in searching for evidence by which to establish truth of fact
or truth of law, would not the Court work with equal diligence, and with
its utmost diligence, to protect the rights of both parties, trusting to this
very process for reaching the proper knowledge on which to base the ulti-
mate decision? On the supposition of the verifying force being in the
hands of strangers-that is, of persons other than the parties, would not
the Court desire, and the interest of justice demand, that the custodians
of the force should use it to bring out and establish the whole truth on
both sides? For obvious reasons, the burden of collecting the raw materi-
als of fact and law, and of verifying cases, is not put upon the Courts; and
for sufficient reasons, whether obvious or not, strangers are not preferred
by the law to the parties for this purpose. Suppose, then, the verifying
force to be lodged with one of the parties, is its use by one better for the
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interest of justice than its use by both? Will one of them better present
the whole case? or is it less important that the Court should look to the
truth on both sides when the parties are in charge of the verifying ma-
chinery, than if the Court itself or a stranger were in charge of it?

On the contrary, every one who has presided on the bench, and many,
if not all, who have served as jurors in litigated cases, know well how vital
it is to "hear from the other side." If only one party is to be heard in
verification, which shall it be, the one that has justice or the one that
lacks it? And until verification is complete, how is it to be known which
has it and which lacks it? Is the lost to be found before search, and the
search made after the finding? Unless the justice of the given case were
already known, the verifying force could not be lodged solely along with it
or solely away from it; and were it already known, there would be no need
for verification at all. On principle, then, the law wisely divides the verify-
ing force into two opposite forces, and commits one of them to each
party. The law does this knowing that parties are selfish, and that even in
a contest about justice, their activity will not be for the sake of justice,
but for the sake of interest-the interest they have in justice as they un-
derstand it, or claim it to be. The scheme of the law for discovering what
it really is, is a combination of three forces: two verifying and one decid-
ing; two antagonistic and one neutral; two selfish and one disinterested.
The parties work adversely for a prize; the Court works indifferently be-
tween them for a principle-the principle according to which the prize is
to be awarded. The Court finds the principle, if at all, by witnessing,
guiding and governing the contention, and by studying its verified results.
In such a struggle, it is helpful to the Court and advantageous to justice
that all the strength and all the weakness of both sides should be made
manifest. Each party can well be trusted to show his own strength, but
not his own weakness; his adversary will expose that much better. To get
the full benefit of this principle of human nature, the range of verification
permitted by the law is as follows: Either party may verify all he can, and
hinder his adversary as much as he can from verifying anything; but he
can neither verify nor hinder by violating justice of procedure, nor by the
use of falsehood in either of its forms-that is, neither by concealed
fabrication, nor unwarranted suppression. He must act in good faith to
the law, to the Court and to the adversary, and commit no breach of
veracity.

Some meritorious cases, indeed many, are lost in passing through the
justice of procedure; but they are all justly lost, provided the rules of pro-
cedure have been correctly applied to them. That a just debt is unrecog-
nized, a just title defeated, or a guilty man acquitted, is no evidence that
justice has not been done by the Court or the jury. It may be the highest
evidence that justice has been done, for it is perfectly just not to enforce
payment of a just debt, not to uphold a just title, not to convict a guilty
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man, if the debt, or the title, or the guilt be not verified. It is unjust to do
justice by doing injustice. A just discovery cannot be made by an unjust
search. An end not attainable by just means is not attainable at all; ethi-
cally, it is an impossible end. Courts cannot do justice of substance except
by and through justice of procedure. They must not reach justice of sub-
stance by violating justice of procedure. They must realize both, if they
can, but if either has to fail it must be justice of substance, for without
justice of procedure Courts cannot know, nor be made to know, what jus-
tice of substance is, or which party ought to prevail. As well might a man
put out his eyes in order to see better, as for a Court to stray from justice
of procedure in order to administer justice of substance.

Where there is a case pending in any Court the justice of procedure is
absolutely certain, not for one party but for both. The possibility of mis-
take in administration does not impair that certainty. To the extent of
the truth directly involved in procedure, there is some truth indubitably
on either side, and would be were there no formal issue on the justice of
substance made up, or intended to be made up. Though it were admitted
that a party is entitled to a judgment in his favor, he has no right to have
it without bringing suit to obtain it, nor without that measure of verifica-
tion which the rules of procedure prescribe. The admission of his right to
it might serve his purpose for verification, but not without using it to
make a verified case. No Court will or ought to render a judgment on any
unverified case, though the degree of verification may be as slight, and
the means of it as various, as the law may please to ordain. There can be
no doubt of the morality of obstructing a party in doing by law what he
has no right to do. It follows that at least some of the truth (and if some,
why not all?) may be suggested in Court in behalf of either party. There
is no better legal right to prevail on a just cause of action without verify-
ing it than on an unjust cause of action; and without a legal right to pre-
vail there is no right at all. A Court has never in this world knowingly
rendered a judgment on any right except a legal right, and never will. In
so far as moral rights and legal rights are the same, morality is law; and,
because it is law, not because it is morality, Courts administer it. For all
mere moral rights which have never been converted into legal rights, the
only tribunal on this earth is conscience, reinforced in some degree by the
retributions, physical and moral, pointed to by the boys' maxim that
"cheating luck never thrives." Where the law does not adopt morality it
takes care not to raise any direct conflict with it. There is no law obliging
anybody to worship idols, to take the Divine name in vain, to violate the
Sabbath, to kill, to steal, to bear false witness; nor is there any law forbid-
ding the payment of honest debts, or the practice of charity. Were there
any such, no person, whether as party or counsel, could aid in enforcing
it. But the law is not immoral because it does not prohibit the worship of
idols, and were a person indicted in our Courts for practicing such wor-
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ship, it would not be immoral to defend him, there being no law to pun-
ish. In like manner, were there no law against stealing except the moral
law, human Courts could not inflict punishment, and it would not be
wrong to defend. And the same rule would hold in regard to any other
part of the Decalogue. Direct conflict with moral law being excluded from
human law, right and wrong in Court are determined by the legal, not by
the moral element, and the Court, the parties and the counsel must con-
form to that understanding. This does not cut off or impair the moral
remedy or any voluntary action conforming to it. The law does not forbid
or hinder the performance of mere moral duty; it simply declines, in some
cases, to enforce it as a legal duty. The distinction is world-wide between
forbidding a duty and not furnishing a remedy to compel its performance.
The remedy of nature, or of providence, so far as this world is concerned,
for inducing compliance with moral obligations, is not compulsory but
voluntary. The conscience is not forced, but left free to do or not. Just so
does the law treat mere moral duties.

To realize the exact relation of counsel to the truth and justice of a
litigated case, we are to remember that the law can make no offer of jus-
tice to any suitor except upon terms of procedure; and it can make no
offer at all of pure, absolute, infallible justice, but only of such practical
justice as is attainable by means of procedure. It allows each litigant to
have his own counsel, but cannot allow the same counsel to appear for
both parties. Where there is real forensic contest, it would be as inconsis-
tent for one lawyer to manage both sides, as for one general to command
both armies in a battle. No lawyer is ever employed for a whole case; he is
employed for a part of it only, to-wit, his client's side; and, thus, he
neither represents nor is permitted to represent the whole truth or the
whole justice of the case, but so much only as will make for his client's
interest in that controversy. His client is in Court for a selfish purpose,
that is, to serve his interest, and has employed a lawyer at his own ex-
pense to help him, and for nothing else. The lawyer's attitude towards
any truth and justice which are adverse to his client's interest is hostile so
long as they are unverified, and after their verification it is one of vigilant
police, lest by combining with error, or otherwise, they should damage the
truth and justice of which he has the care. So they do as little hurt as
possible to his client's interest, he has no concern with them-no more
than if he were not employed in the case. He can see them perish without
compunction, for they are not in his keeping; they are not his wards. A
mere bystander may interfere for their rescue or preservation sooner than
he, for the most he can do for his client's adversary is to be neutral; he
dare not render him active service.

The law does not undertake to recognize, as truth and justice of sub-
stance, anything unless it is made to appear with due legal certainty.
There is no function of counsel more important than that of seeing to the
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mode and measure of proof. So long as truth and justice are open to legal
doubt, though they may be certain to the individual mind of the counsel,
he may urge their want of standing in Court; and he has no business with
their standing outside, not even in his own mind. All the weak places in
hostile evidence should be diligently searched for, found out and exposed.
A lawyer who lacks the critical faculty, or the industry, energy or coolness
needful to make it efficient, will often mistake error for truth. A large
part of professional work is criticism. But mere quibble or cavil is be-
neath contempt, except when due to that rare order of mind which thinks
a pun is a point of solemn adjudication by the Supreme Court.

The truth or the justice of a case, as a whole, is not upon the conscience
of counsel for either of the parties. Such a burden would be inconsistent
with the very work appointed for him to do. To assign him to one of the
parties exclusively unfits him for taking upon him any sort of a burden,
moral or legal, co-extensive with the whole case. If such were his function
he ought to appear as amicus curiae, in behalf of the disinterested force,
and form no alliance with the interested force.

As practitioner at the Bar, counsel is a part of the system of remedy, no
part of the system of substantial rights. His first concern is with the sys-
tem to which he belongs, and through which alone he is related to any
right or justice outside of it. He is part of a machine, helping to keep the
other parts in order and to operate the whole. What would impair the
machine he cannot do; neither can he do anything except with the ma-
chine. The necessity of procedure, and that alone, accounts for and justi-
fies his existence. Were Court inspired, or did they know intuitively what
they learn through procedure, he would be relegated to his law-office,
there to be consulted and give advice on rights of substance and the
modes of their acquisition, preservation and transfer. His professional life
would be retired and silent.

If the relation between justice of procedure and justice of substance be
as defined in the foregoing paragraphs of this address, the overwhelming
importance of procedure ought to be realized, both in the professional
mind and the public mind. To secure a wise and judicious system, the one
best adapted to work out justice of substance with certainty, celerity and
cheapness, ought to be an object of anxious endeavor with the law-mak-
ing, the law-administering and the law-abiding elements of society. Only
the law-breaking element can possibly be benefited by a bad system, or
one that results in temporary failure of ultimate justice by delay, or its
permanent failure by erroneous decision.

It is doubtful whether lawyers, in general, estimate justice of procedure
at its true value; and it is certain that the public, in general, do not esti-
mate it at all; they do not think of it; they rarely hear it mentioned; they
scarcely know of its existence. When they speak of justice, they mean
justice of substance, and that alone. With their attention concentrated
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exclusively upon it, they fail to remember, perhaps they do not con-
sciously kiow, that there is a justice of justice. When justice of substance
is wounded or slain, they think injustice must have done the mischief;
and did you tell them that it was done justly-that injustice had no part
in it, they would think you mocked them with paradox. They know that
some forms of good may be defeated by other forms of good, for this is
constantly occurring throughout all human experience. No day passes
without some ends, good and proper in themselves, having to be sacri-
ficed, not because they are out of the reach of means, but because they
cannot be accomplished by any good means at our command; and in the
pursuit of all ends we are confined by God's law as well as by man's law
to good means. We cannot do wrong to serve right; and the doing of one's
right thing that we must do is often the only obstacle to doing another
right thing 'that we would do. All this is plain to all people, but that it
applies to justice as well as to other good, is what they fail to realize; and
yet its application to justice is no less certain and no less obvious. Justice
of procedure consists in abiding by and faithfully administering the rules
of procedure, whatever they may be. This a Court must do, and what it
would do is ,to ascertain and administer justice of substance by this
means. Here, then, is a must do and a would do; and 'the doing of the
must may, in certain cases, be the very thing, and the only thing, that
hinders the doing of the would. Hence, justice done in adhering to ap-
pointed mqans may defeat the very end and the only end which the
means were intended to accomplish; and so justice, instead of being the
saviour, may be the executioner of justice. It is the business of the Legis-
lature to appoint means-that is, to mould procedure, and prescribe its
rules. And in doing so, if not wisely done, the means will not only fail of
their end in numerous instances, but be themselves the cause of the fail-
ure. And this, at present, is the condition, in some respects, of procedure
in Georgia. Let procedure be put upon a basis of principle, and modern
common' sense, not the common sense that saw truth as it was before the
time of railroads, telegraphs and telephones, but the common sense of to-
day-like that of merchants, bankers, common carriers, even of the news-
boys-that sees truth as it is, heated by steam and hurried by electricity.

There is a clamor abroad for justice, for justice of substance, and legis-
lators, the Courts, the Bar and the people may prepare to administer it
on a system of procedure adequate to modern demand, or else to witness,
in stolid imbecility, attempts, more and more numerous, more and more
desperate, to clutch it by the rude hand of violence. Of what avail is truth
at the Bar when truth itself is obliged, by a false or obsolete system of
procedure, to delay or defeat substantial justice?
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